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Le Beat
Local notes on what’s happening with musicians, events
and more. Have something to
share? Send your info to editor@
whatsup-magazine.com.

H

ello, Bellingham! Raleigh Davis
here for another rousing edition
of Le Beat! Fall has snuck up on
us… it’s already October!!! Where did
the time go? As the weather cools rest
assured that the Bellingham scene is
only starting to heat up. We have a ton
of amazing happenings this month so
let’s dive right in!

RECORDING & RELEASES
Apartment Kids have released a
new album! It’s been two years since
we’ve had new music from the masterful mind of Peter Hilleary but now we
can satiate our appetites once again
with Shapes In Rapid. The 10-track
album features a wide array of sounds
going from light and airy tapping ala
Rooftops to acoustic, post-rock, indie
and much more. This giant melting pot
of pleasant sounds is not to be missed.
Check it out on the band’s bandcamp.
The new Wild Throne is out this
month! It’s no secret that we are huge
fans of the Throne guys over here, and
after hearing a stream of their new
album I must say I feel pretty proud to
know these dudes. Their major record
label debut Harvest Of Darkness is a
blistering 11-track epic that is one of
the freshest and most unique things to
come out of hard rock in a long time.
Wild Throne seems to already be well
on their way to achieving their rock
n’ roll dreams but after hearing this
masterpiece it seems to me that there is
no ceiling in sight for these dudes. The
album is out Oct. 2 through Roadrunner Records, don’t sleep on this one my
friends.
Bellingham’s punk-rock band Fallopia have released their first album. The
nine-track release, Bleed On Everything is

short but sweet. Clocking in at around
15 minutes it encapsulates Fallopia
perfectly: it’s fast, loud, aggressive, and
backed with a message of empowerment. It’s available for download for a
modest fee on the band’s bandcamp.
Local Bellingham noise-maestro
Keenan Ketzner is set to release two
new albums this month under one his
many monikers, Thomas Agora. In his
own words these two albums are set to
“venture deep into a wild forest of selfhelp tapes and bible records.” Keep it on
your radar by following the happenings
on Thomas Agora’s facebook page!
Local grind legends Dad Jazz have
released a new album. Torture Your
Ghost just came out at the end of
last month and is filled with gleefully
abrasive chaos that is sure to make
your eyes and ears bleed. Grindcore
and music like it can be a little under
represented in Bellingham but Dad Jazz
are steadfast in keeping the torch lit
as beacon for crazy intense music. The
CD is available as a hard copy through
the band as well as for download on
bandcamp. Word on the street is that
they may have a Bellingham Soundcheck coming out soon so keep your
eyes peeled!
We have a new black/death metal
band on the horizon and boy do they
have some chops. Allura’Taq is their
name and features members Bobby
Savage and Jeff Kastelic. They just
released their debut album Unearthly
Inversion and I can say with utmost
confidence that it absolutely slays. Blastbeat chaos with the perfect amount
of melodic darkness makes for a great
record to bang your head to. The album
is available for free download on the
band’s bandcamp page.

COMINGS & GOINGS
The Moongrass gang is hitting the
road this month. The band recently
released a new record Shadow in the
Country back in June and now they are
doing the tour trek to support it. The
How The West Got Done Tour will be a
six-week whirlwind of the western USA
featuring dates in Washington, Califor-

nia, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colorado
and more! The tour kicks off Oct. 2 at
Northern Pacific Coffee Company in
Tacoma, featuring music from The Cottonwood Cutups and Shotgun Kitchen
as well.
I Will Fight with Lions is attempting
to raise some funds so they can replace
their stolen gear, grabbed earlier this
year. You can find them on gofundme.
Please help them buy some gear and
get back to rocking. I really dig these
guys and they really got hosed on this
scene.
Will Glazier is a busy, busy man! He’s
heading out on tour with Michael Menert and the Pretty Fantastics as well as
opening up for them on a six-week tour.
AS IF THAT ISN’T ENOUGH, Will is on
Michael’s new album and Willdabeast
will be releasing new music in October
as well (you can look for a feature on
Will in the next issue). Career in music =
good livin’.
Though The Ames are no more you
can expect some new music from one
of their members soon! Word’s going
around that Samuel Carlton (the jack
of all trades who handled piano, banjo,
guitar, harmonica, kazoo and vocals
in the band) is hard at work on a solo
project that we should hopefully be
able to hear from soon. Rumor has it
that the project will be in a similar vein
to The Ames albeit a more “stripped
down” version. Keep your ears to the
ground for new music and shows in the
near future!

good times
After all their hard work and fundraising KVWV is almost ready to start
broadcasting! The community radio
station is a project of Make.Shift and
is looking to provide Bellingham with
more local and underrepresented
perspectives. Start your counting down
because their debut broadcast date is
Oct. 23. Tune in!
It’s time we said congratulations
to Cory Winget (otherwise known as
local DJ, BoomBox Kid) and his family!
Cory and his wife Keely just recently
welcomed their first son into the world!

Let’s all give a Bellingham welcome to
Ryan Adam Winget! Woohoo!!! Won’t
be long now till we have BoomBox Kid
Jr. playing around town.
Also celebrating the birth of a little
one, congratulations are in order for
Sam Carlton (mentioned above) and
his wife Mariah Kelmis welcomed
Eleanor Mae into the world on Sept. 22.
Love it when music families grow!

SHOWS
We have some absolutely amazing
shows coming up this month!!!
Sir Mix-A-Lot returns to the Wild
Buffalo, for the Buff’s Anniversary Show
on Oct. 1!
On Oct. 2, The Shakedown will be
hosting the amazingly talented Chelsea
Wolfe and Mammifer (featuring
Faith Coloccia and Aaron Turner). The
Sergeant House-signed artist Chelsea
Wolfe just recently released a new
album titled Abyss that is absolutely
amazing. Beautifully dark and haunting,
industrial and catchy all at the same
time… It’s sure to make an amazing live
show. Tickets are $13 in advanced and
$15 at the door, music starts at 10.
The Buff is going to host the Let It
Bern: A Benefit For Bernie Sanders’ Presidential Campaign on Oct. 8, featuring
lots of local talent. Midnight Legend,
The Naughty Blokes (last year’s Road
to Rockstar winners) and Ebb, Sack and
Flow will be performing with Reanu
Keeves and the Funky Falcons (with
members of the now extinct band Topless) closing out the night. Entry is free;
doors are at 7 with music at 8.
If you’re looking for live music and
DJs on Halloween, then Bellingham has
got you covered!
We all know and love the Make.Shift’s
Valentine’s Day cover show but this year
they are taking it to the next level. On
Oct. 30, Make.Shift will be having their
very first Halloween Spooky Cover
Show! The event will be in the same
vein as the pop-punk happenings on
V-Day but with a creepy Halloween spin.
The venue has recently sifted through
all its applicants and have found their
line-up which they will be announcing

shortly. It sounds like we are in for a
treat this Halloween!
We have a ton of hauntingly awesome shows going on Oct. 31. First off
we have a night of tricks down at The
Swillery featuring the much-awaited
return of Eagle Teeth. The Eagle boys
have been absent from Bellingham
for quite some time and we are very
excited to have them back to give us all
some dance rock to shake our jack-olanterns to. Cat Bomb and Second Hand
Suits will be joining them.
Down at the Green Frog we have a
Baby Cakes Halloween to look forward
to! It’s only Baby Cakes on the bill so
expect a night full of some of the best
funk Bellingham has to offer… Seriously
these guys and lady know their stuff!
The fun kicks off at 9:30 and tickets are
$10 in advance and $15 at the door.
We have the all-mighty Polecat
bringing the 90s back from the grave
at the Wild Buffalo. The evening will
feature music and characters from
everyone’s favorite 90’s TV shows such
as Friends, The Simpsons and Seinfeld.
Tickets are $15 in advance and $20
at the door, which open at 9! Polecat
knows how to throw a Halloween party
so get your tickets in advance!
Over at the Honey Moon, it’s the
4th Annual Dead Musicians Halloween
Party. Those interested in playing a song
or performing a poem by their favorite
dead celebrity, please contact Kat Bula
at honeymoonbooking@gmail.com
to sign up. As was said in the picks of
the month, it’s one of the highlights of
Halloween.
Plus, Glow is throwing one of their
patented amazing parties, stuff is happening at Poppe’s, Thrillingham is at
Maritime Heritage Park, and well, pretty
much every single place in town will be
rocking Halloween parties, shows, and
good times. Love it on a weekend!
Well that’s all we could squeeze in for
this month! That’s only the tip of the iceberg though! There is an insane amount
of events going on and it’s only looking
to get crazier as we get deeper into fall.
As always study the mag and go out
and support this beautiful unique little
music scene we’ve cultivated! See ya
next month Bellingham!
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Local Spotlight

Scotty Sensei: New dimensions
by KEENAN KETZNER

A

meditative figure has been
tending to the Zen gardens
of hip-hop, and can be
heard loud and clear through the
melisma of sub-average flora that
clouds the Pacific Northwest scene,
grabbing attention with sharp
wordplay and brute confidence.
That man is Scotty Sensei.
Scotty is derived from his real
name Scotty Howell, with “Sensei”
added in reference to the aspect of
verbal schooling he conducts on
a daily basis, as well as his openminded and thoughtful lyrics.
What sets Scotty apart from
other Northwest rappers is his
proclivity to challenge himself in
order to take hip-hop to different
dimensions. It’s not easy talking
about feelings of existentialism,
or bringing up difficult topics like
family drug problems.
“Being an artist… I just need
to be able to get that out there.
Like it’s me, and it’s what has
happened. I have every right to
express myself on this topic. For
me personally as an artist, it’s
all about showing diversity. I’m
talking more about philosophical
and metaphysical things.”
Sensei makes up one-third
of the collective known as The
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For more information about Scotty Sensei, see the facebook page for The Cinematiks or
visit http://thecinematiks.bandcamp.com. PHOTO by RYAN PRIESTMAN

Cinematiks, who all started back in
high school. The others involved,
Luke Kryt and Collin Ness,
bring the visual and production
elements to the group, where they
freely share their talents among
themselves when needed.
The surprising thing about The
Cinematiks is just how young they
are. Scotty just turned 20 and said
he’s been rapping for about four
years, although coming across like
a seasoned veteran.
“Back when I was in high school,
I didn’t really play sports and like I
was just trying to figure out what I
wanted to do… Me and my friends
started freestyling basically every
day, but then I took it more
seriously when I was 16 and I
knew that what I was doing was
more exquisite and unique, that I
could maybe take this somewhere.
Like I started it, and I can’t stop.”
When asked about musical
inspirations Scotty, cites his
backpack, Blu and Mos Def as
being essential in the development
of his delivery and flow skills.
As for his lyrical prowess, “my
senior English teacher was a huge
inspiration to me, and taught me
so many literary elements that I
still use today,” Scotty said.
Earlier this year Scotty dropped
his first album, The Sensation
LP, which features cohort Luke’s
production on every track. It
boasts quite a range of sonic
flavors from jazz-hop to chillwave

and even soul that perfectly reflect
Scotty’s own laid-back nature.
Luke supports the inevitable
questions: “Wait, these kids have
been doing this for how long?”
It’s obvious that Scotty and
Luke work well with each other,
and just generally know what the
other is going to like. “Sometimes
he and I are in the studio, and
he’ll make a different beat then
he will when I’m not there. But
being alone and recording is also
the shit, because it’s the only time
I can truly tap into my art, and it’s
just all me.”
The record boasts great tracks
from start to finish, with Scotty
Sensei front and center on
every track, delivering lines like
“everybody want success ‘cause
stress sucks, so I’m stacking
my bucks, yes, and giving less
f#!$s.” We’re also treated to
several soulful hooks delivered
by his sister Danielle Howell, who
happens to have the perfect voice
for Scotty’s music.
Scotty is working with Danielle
on their own new material and
on his personal music. He is
compiling another 7-track project
with Luke called “Kanji,” which will
be coming out in a timely manner,
featuring more of his bars-on-bars
approach to rapping, along with
a more conventional “turnt up”
sound.
“It’s more kamikaze style,” in
the words of Scotty himself.

Local Spotlight

Panda Panda Panda:
1, 2, 3, GO!
by TOMMY CALDERON

T

hree words: Panda Panda
Panda. This Bellingham
trio formed about a year
ago with the idea of playing as
an Offspring cover band at Make.
Shift’s Valentine’s Day Cover
Show. While discussing the idea
over a couple of smokes outside
a bar, the three musicians quickly
realized they really wanted to
write and perform their own
music.
Panda Panda Panda is comprised
of bassist/vocalist Colleen Ames,
guitarist/vocalist Bill Lohse, and
drummer Addison Franks. The
band’s name comes from Lohse’s
desire for a goofy animal band
name that was also reminiscent of
local bands like Sugar Sugar Sugar.
Their love of playing music and
performing has kept the group
going strong. They celebrated
their one year anniversary in
August at the Swillery with the
release of their first album.
Their run so far has been fun,
they said. Panda Panda Panda’s
first show ever was at The Swillery
and while Lohse forgot his band

outfit, most namely, his bowtie,
they felt that playing a show
where they first started was a
great way to round out the year,
they said.
Along with the release of their
album, Panda Panda Panda is
currently working on a music
video for the first track of the
record, and hope to release it
toward the end of this year.
Lohse describes the whole
production to be an “epic cake
throwing situation.” They also
are hoping to involve other local
musicians in the video as well, he
said.
The band members all attribute
The Pixies as a major influence to
their work but have been told their
music reminds listeners of Social
Distortion as well as other bands
from that era.
“We like to think of our
sound like the 90s threw up on
themselves,” Lohse said.
The band tries to take a
minimalist approach to what they
do, Lohse said. As a group, they
believe that they don’t want to
overcomplicate their music, Ames
added. As a result they keep their

LIVE SHOW: See Panda Panda Panda at The Shakedown on Oct. 9, during bass player Colleen Ames’ Birthday Show, with Ever So Android
and guests. For more about the band, follow their Facebook page or see www.panda-panda-panda.bandcamp.com. PHOTO by AARON BRICK

instrument setups simple, their
album artwork simple and their
music simple, he said.
“Extravagance
can
kill
something if it’s beautiful already,”
Franks said.
When it comes to writing music,
they want to make sure their songs
are approachable and interesting,
Lohse said. Everyone writes
songs in the band; songwriting
is a collaborative effort and each

member helps build off ideas that
are brought to the table, they said.
Their objective is to not only
enjoy what they play but to make
sure that their listeners enjoy it
too, Ames said.
They’re performance oriented,
Lohse said. Panda Panda Panda
tries to be as energetic and
enthusiastic as they possibly can
when they perform.
Franks takes a lot of his personal

performing inspiration from
Animal of the Muppets, he said.
Looking toward the future, the
band hopes to play shows more
often, and do a little traveling to
expand their audience, Lohse said.
Recording isn’t something that is
too present in their minds since
they just released an album, but
they do have material that could
potentially make it on their next
release, they said.
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National Spotlight

Zion I: The resurgence
by keenan ketzner

A

storied artist almost always
has a storied past, and that
much is true of Zion I.
Zion I, for those who are
unfamiliar, was a hip-hop duo
that put out a number of critically
acclaimed albums in its time.
2000’s Mind Over Matter and
2005’s True & Livin’ still get love
with their eclectic and hard-hitting
beats and conscious lyrics, and
might as well be considered alt hiphop modern classics. They put out
numerous LPs, EPs, singles and
collaborations in their time, but
over the years the dynamic of the
group started to change.
Things started to get big for
both members that made up Zion
I – Baba Zumbi (the MC) and Amp
Live (the producer) – and both
started finding less time to work
together in the organic way that
originally made the project work.
As their skills continued to grow
equally but apart, they found
themselves going in separate
directions.
Amp
Live’s
interest
in
experimenting with epic forms of
hip-hop lead him to diverge into
many other side-projects, all of
which are dense and amazing, but
also took him to so many places
that he couldn’t stay central to the
Zion I group any longer.
“We weren’t really holding
onto it because of that fluidity
of creativity, that artistic spark
that was once there. That got real
dull, and it got to the point where
he wanted to focus on his solo
stuff, and I was like, ‘you do your
thing and I’ll hold this down.’ It’s
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LIVE SHOW: See Zion I at The Wild Buffalo on Thursday, Oct. 15, with Grayskul,

The Bad Tenants, and Mostafa. Tickets are $12. For more info, see www.zionicrew.com.
COURTESY PHOTO

all good… Amp Live left the crew
earlier this year… Now that Amp’s
not in the group anymore, I’m just
back to being Zion I.”
So on lives Zion I, who continues
using the moniker in his new
direction to restore the original
passion and spirit of the group,
working with multiple new
collaborators that provide him all
kinds of beats from trap to R&B,
making the work exciting again.
Which, to Zion I, is what the group
was originally about anyway.
“We
definitely
weren’t
considering marketing or branding
or anything like that, was just two
young guys trying to make some

fresh art… Kinda like with these
new people on new tracks, [we’re]
just making music, having fun.”
Now that the passion is
restored, Zion hopes to bring out
another album next year, leading
up to a series of music videos for
his singles to be released starting
October. He said it will have a more
traditional hip-hop sound and less
of the techno/electronic driven
direction the group had been
taking since the mid 2000s.
“I feel like the sound is better, it
feels like I’m excited about music
again. And I was getting dulled
out to it for a while, I’m not gonna
lie, it felt like work. Who wants
to go see someone rapping, and
that’s their day job? I want to do it
because I want to, I love to, and I
enjoy it. I’m trying to set that role
model for my kid.”
With a tour to follow the release
of the new album, The Rapture: Live
from Oaklandia, the future looks
quite bright for Zion I. There us
talk of even more collaborations,
various side-projects, and possibly
a graphic novel that Zion’s been
writing. He is excited, thus we are
excited.

National Spotlight

Crushed Out: Music and marriage

T

by jared curtis

hanks in large part to the
rise of The White Stripes
and The Black Keys during
the garage rock revival of the early
2000s, duo acts have been popping
up all over the place during the past
decade. But just because you have
a guitar player and drummer, it
doesn’t make you a band. You need
substance, style and the ability
to bring it all together with some
rocking tunes — which is exactly
how Franklin Hoier (guitar/vocals)
and Moselle Spiller (drums/vocals)
of Crushed Out has separated
themselves from the others.
“The touring duo is made for
these times. There is a reason you
see lots of duos these days and
the very unromantic answer is
that bands cannot afford extra
members. We dream about having
standup bass, two saxophones,
backup singers, etc, but it’s just
not an option to us,” Hoier said.
“Although it would be nice to have
a full stage of musicians, I really
enjoy the dynamic of the duo. It’s
challenging in that it feels like we
are playing at each other. That’s a
truly exciting knife-edge to ride.”
The band began their career as
Boom Chick, but soon after had to
change their name.
“We changed our name to
Crushed Out because of a legal
situation where someone else
obtained a copyright of the name.
It was truly crushing at the time,
however we dig the new name

much, much more,” Hoier said.
“The new name fit more with
the surf guitar sounds we were
inspired by, so I think the name
pushed us to explore those sounds
and inspirations.”
The duo decided on the new
name Crushed Out, which
had multiple meanings in the
beginning, but has grown and
expanded to various thoughts and
feelings over time.
“The name Crushed Out has
many meanings to us — 80s slang
for being totally in love, 20s slang
for breaking free of a bad situation
quickly — and it sounds like ocean
waves rolling over sand,” Hoier
said. “It’s a surf-y freedom and love
vibe that has come to mean staying
open hearted and finding love in
everything.”
Finding love in everything is
easy to do when you have someone
to walk side-by-side with through
the ups and downs of being in band.
Luckily, Franklin and Moselle have
found that as the duo just recently
celebrated their fourth wedding
anniversary.
“We’re lucky that we get along
very well and love each other’s
company. If not music we’d do
another creative project together,
that’s the lovey dove-y answer but
it’s true,” Hoier said. “We spend
most of our time together, so it’s
easier for us to tour together. We
rarely get tired of being around
each other and if we do, 20 minutes
later we are over it.”
The band’s most recent album,

Teeth, came out in 2014 to high
praise from critics. Hoier said
the pair has been writing and
performing new tunes, and are
ready to get them out to fans.
“You always want to differentiate
yourself with your music. My
personal philosophy is that if you
are truly yourself and do your
thing to the fullest you have the
best chance of being original,”
Hoier said. “We are mixing and
mastering a new record as we
speak! I’m very excited as I learned
so much making Teeth myself, that
this next record is another step up
for us.”
Along with a rocking sound,
Crushed Out has a strong visual
presence both in their live show
and online, an element that
unfortunately fewer acts pay
attention to these days.
“Strong visuals are indeed very
important and Moselle does all
our graphics, website and videos.
It shows the inspiration and
passion behind the project as a
whole,” Hoier said. “Branding is so

LIVE SHOW: See Crushed Out at The Shakedown on Saturday, Oct. 17, with Feral Foster.
Tickets are $6. For more about the band, visit www.crushedoutmusic.com. COURTESY PHOTO

far embedded in our culture and
life that there is no question that
many people need the branding to
feel safe to enjoy the music. Our
visuals come from an inspired
place as opposed to a branding or
selling angle. In short we do what
we dig, not just what we think will
sell.”
The pair is looking forward
to their return to the Pacific
Northwest, and their upcoming

show in Bellingham.
“Shows in Bellingham are always
fun in that it feels like you are
playing somewhere that isn’t over
saturated with live music. There
is a wild and grateful feeling that
we love so much,” Hoier said.
“Everyone should come to the
show, so together we can shake off
the worries, dance to some rock
‘n’ roll and be free and wild for a
while.”
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Live Reviews
A look at some of the live show performances over the
past month. Got photos? Send your live show photos to
editor@whatsup-magazine.com.

The Helio Sequence,
Lost Lander,
Eagle Teeth
Sept. 20 • The Shakedown

This show closed off a weekend of
fantastic music with an excellent lineup
of talented musicians. The stage was
packed with the most gear I’d ever seen
at The Shakedown so I was intrigued as
to what the night would hold.
Before the show began everything
looked bleak. There weren’t very many
people at the venue until about two
minutes before the show began and
eventually The Shakedown was filled
with a healthy number of attendees.
Dancey punk band Eagle Teeth – formerly of Bellingham, now living in Seattle – opened the show and was so fun
to watch and listen to right off the bat.
One highlight that was particularly fun
to watch was that bassist Alan Crow was
not afraid to jump around and leap into
the crowd during their set.
The trio is extremely tight. While I’ve
seen them before, this show in particular was very eye opening to me; as musicians they’ve grown since the last time I
saw them and are wonderful to listen to.

If you like to move and dance, this trio
is for you.
Next up was Portland’s Lost Lander.
These Portlandians brought what I consider to be that typical Portland indie
electronic style music similar to that
of bands like Wild Ones and in some
ways Radiation City. The music was very
pleasant to listen to and I always found
myself more focused during times of
their fantastic soaring vocal harmonies
throughout their set.
While it wasn’t necessarily very exciting they’re a great band to watch while
having a couple drinks.
Portland’s Helio Sequence ended the
night off with a set that kept everyone
engaged and listening. The duo has
fantastic stage presence and energy.
Drummer Benjamin Weikel was excitingly animated throughout the whole
set which beautifully juxtaposed singer/
guitarist Brandon Summers’ calm laid
back demeanor. Their atmospheric indie
music was a lovely way to close out the
night. Having been a band for nearly 20
years, the duo has honed their sound
and stage presence to near perfection.
The next time Helio plays in town, get
to the show, you definitely won’t regret
it.
-Tommy Calderon

Tacocat at The Shakedown. PHOTO BY TOMMY CALDERON
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Eagle Teeth rock the house.
PHOTO BY TOMMY CALDERON

Tacocat, So Pitted,
Fallopia

Sept. 19 • The Shakedown
It’s typical of Bellingham to show up
an hour after music has already started
but at The Shakedown on this Saturday,
the crowd comfortably filled the venue
before the first band even went on
stage. You could just tell it was going to
be a great night; it definitely didn’t disappoint. Passing conversation buzzed
with echos of Tacocat, Fallopia, and So
Pitted. The excitement was palpable.
Fallopia took the stage first with
their raging punk music. The band performed one of the best sets I’ve seen
them play. The extra rehearsing due
to a recent lineup change paid off for
them in the best way possible.
Their feminist, riot grrrl songs were
heard clear and crisply while still packing a fast and distorted punch to the
gut. Not only did they sound good but
you could visibly see the enjoyment
the whole band was having. Don’t pass
up the chance the next time you see
them on a bill and you can thank me
after we mosh in the pit.
So Pitted was up next and brought
a wall of sound but not in the best
way possible for most attendees. The
crowd visibly shrunk during their set. I
personally enjoyed their music. It was
sludgy and hypnotic punk music. It
was also a little incomprehensible due
to loudness and their songwriting but
it seemed intentional. Their set was
mildly barbaric and very enjoyable to
watch.
Tacocat went on and The Shakedown went nuts. People sang and
moshed along to their pop punk music
through the whole show. They were
tight and played a wonderful set, ending with the crowd favorite “UTI.” The
band’s energy was extremely positive

while they performed and in between
songs. It’s always great to see bands
take time to acknowledge and interact
with the people who go to see them
perform.
While their show was incredibly enjoyable, it was incredibly short lived.
The band only played for about 30 minutes. It’s nice to leave people wanting
more but as a headliner it goes without
saying that they should play at least
longer than their opening acts.
–Tommy Calderon

DeVotchKa, Bar Tabac
Sept. 15 • The Wild Buffalo

There was a lot of anticipation for
DeVotchKa as the night neared; it has
been at least six years since they graced
us with their presence in Bellingham.
The show sold out easily and brought
a diverse crowd to the Wild Buffalo
House of Music – I was not the only
one who brought a parent out for the
evening.
The stage was gently lit as the audience wandered in early, with red
lights keeping a warm feeling to the
front of the floor. Bar Tabac quietly
and unobtrusively settled themselves
on the stage and took us on a musical
adventure that kept the crowd in rapt
attention. The drama they brought
was understated and effective, the instrumental songs gently transitioned
through the set without any kind of verbal interruption. At times it was almost
hard to tell if music was being played,
or sounds were simply emerging from
the ether and playing together in the
air; it was like Tom Waits on acid and
we will count this as a good thing. Bar
Tabac left the stage the same way they
came, with an understated grace and
without attracting too much attention
to themselves, truly allowing the music

to be the focus of their time.
DeVotchka took to the stage with
fervor – everyone was drawn into the
anticipated set. Many in the crowd
were fans and showed it by proudly,
confidently singing along. Having only
limited exposure to the band myself, I
did not anticipate the excitement and
passion that would erupt as Jeanie Schroder retrieved her sousaphone lit with
blue globes in its bell. The response
was so bold I could hardly hear the first
strains of the song.
Throughout the evening a variety
of instruments were utilized to create
the intricate and well-executed songs.
If you have never experienced a Theremin make sure you do, it is best appreciated live and it was well handled by
Nick Urata (who also offered the lead
vocals, piano and guitar work), adding
to the ethereal qualities of the overall
sound. Shawn King is a talented percussionist who utilized a drum set as well
as an array of percussion instruments
in addition to the trumpet, which is not
something we would necessarily expect from a drummer.
The band member that most made
an impression on me was Tom Hagerman who plays the piano, violin and
accordion. He is truly a bad ass who
gracefully both held the spotlight and
worked as a supporting musician at different times throughout the night.
DeVotchKa works so well as a unit
and additionally contains members
who are all talented in their own right
bringing a full and well-developed repertoire, which appeals to the ears and
the eyes. Watching a talented group
create a musical performance and
guide the flow both of each song and
its position within the larger musical
arc is always something I enjoy. DeVotchKa artfully created a cohesive tale
and made it appear effortless. I can’t
wait for them to return.
–Thea Hart

Staxx Brothers, My
Dad Bruce, Mostafa
Supergroup, Jonezy
of King Porter Stomp,
Deadly D
Sept. 10 • The Shakedown

Everything started early for this jam
packed bill and word got around because The Shakedown was abnormally
full early in the set. It doesn’t hurt that
not only were a bunch of local favorites
scheduled, but Jonezy of King Porter
Stomp came to Bellingham for the first
time ever.
Deadly Duo kicked off everything
and, as usual, really got the crowd going. They always bring their best selves
to work and one can’t help but be drawn
into the music. Next to take the stage
was Jonezy of King Porter Stomp and
UK turntablist Jamie Simmonds. Plenty
of those in attendance came specifically
to hear Jonezy rap and I can see why.
He was articulate and graceful on stage,
drawing in and captivating those in attendance with smooth confident rhymes
and an air of command on stage. Clearly
both of these guys have spent plenty of
time on stage; all of the songs were cohesive and well done. One of my favorites
was “Pocketfulofrocketfuel” which came
across with an energy that could not be
ignored. The thing that really blew me
away in this set was the insane skills of

Jamie Simmonds. If you don’t appreciate
a great turntablist it is because you have
never seen one. Jonezy stepped off center stage and enjoyed Simmond’s work
with the rest of us; the light shone bright
on the tables as his hands deftly worked
them and he maintained an air of calm
that denied the complexity of the
sounds he evoked. I loved seeing both
of these musicians and I am excited for
them to return, and I am sure they will.
Mostafa and the Super Group, My
Dad Bruce and The Staxx Brothers all
came to party and took the stage like the
local(ish) favorites they are. But, just because it was someone’s set didn’t mean
that they were alone on stage. The best
thing about this show was the cypher
sensibilities. The bill grew and grew in
the days leading up to the night of the
show and once the day came the bill
was packed and everyone on it brought
their A-Game. The stage was warm and
welcoming to artists, whomever’s set it
was, which maximized the enjoyment
for everyone.
The collaborative nature of hip hop
is one thing that really sets it apart as
a genre, and this night was the kind
of night where all the pieces fall into
place and the music is better than you
thought it could be. I look forward to
many more amazing nights with all of
these local bands, and I hope to see you
all there when Jonezy and Jamie Simmonds grace us with their presence next
year. Who knows, maybe all of King Porter Stomp will come around with them.
–Thea Hart

Rock ‘n’ Roll Moment

The Gallus Brothers celebrated their 10th anniversary at Boundary Bay Brewery on Sept. 17. PHOTO BY DAVID JOHNSON
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11 Questions
interview by BRENT COLE

J

an Peters has been in the
music scene for years –
taking off when the time is
right, but always making his way
back. Jan was behind the Monday
Night Project for years at Boundary
Bay, and most recently, he’s been
instrumental in the recognition
of Irish music in town, co-hosting
an Irish and folk music night
every Monday. I don’t know why
it’s taken this long to have him
as our guest for 11 questions, but
I’m glad we’ve fixed that mistake.
Ladies and gentleman, welcome
Jan Peters.
Who are you and where did you
come from?
Jan Thomas Peters from Ithaca,
New York, son of Woody Peters
renown N.Y State jazz/dixieland
trumpeter and much loved music
teacher, and Ellen Kavanagh,
Murphy renown poet and peace
activist, mom to vets, she being
of Bellingham for past 20 years or
so. I’m the first born of five and my
siblings are all mighty fine people
who I admire deeply.

Jan Peters

What initially brought you to
town and what has kept you here
for so long?
I came to visit my sister Maggie,
niece Morgan, mom Ellen, and
brother Tony who all ended up
here of their own life stories. I met
Robert Blake, Bruce Shaw, and Jen
and Kristin Allen Zito, to name
the very first ones, and playing
music with them, being near family
again, the skies, hills, and waters
of here all just spoke home to me.
Since then, well, it’s been one great
musical adventure after another.
You host an Irish music night at
Boundary Bay. How did it start and
how has the music been so far?
Almost exactly four years ago
I took a sabbatical from my life
here in Bellingham to reconnect
with musician friends in Davis,
CA, where I began my life of
performing professionally. After
six months of great times, shows,
concerts and sleeping in a rotation
of sweet guest rooms, I wasn’t sure
what to do next. That is when I met
two superb Irish music players and
began to jam with them. They liked
my playing, and I was very moved
and excited by theirs. I joined
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their band, The Blackbird, and
after a year of working with them
including a tour up here and a spot
at the 13th Stringband Jamboree,
it was time for me to come home.
Within six months, I had met
with Brit Keeton, Zach Bauman,
and David Lofgren and we formed
Gallowglass. We’ve been gigging
around the area now for a year and
a half and fortunately for us many
folks enjoy it as much as we do,
which is a lot. I was interested in
starting a weekly with Gallowglass
or of some kind of Irish based
thing, even just a session. Finally
the Star Club offered me Monday
nights. I knew it needed to be
something with several aspects
to succeed and Peadar Macmahon
heeded the call. He and I began
Nov. 3, 2014, and right out the gate
we had a concert audience loving
the evening each week. He and I,
then I brought in Zach Bauman to
alternate weeks, would open the
show then I had a different feature
perform each week. The wealth of
good Irish, Scottish, and otherwise
really good folk players who wanted
to play has been just fantastic.
Every week since that first one I’ve
managed to have a really fun and
compelling show thanks to this
abundance of traditional music
artists and folk enthusiasts we
have around here.
The Star Club was beautiful in
every way, but as we approached
summer, it was time to move so we
could be outside and keep growing.
Hence, to the wonderful Boundary
Bay Brewery Beer Garden! We’ve
been there since June 1 and
the music keeps on being great.
For the first garden show I had
internationally acclaimed Irish
fiddler Dale Russ come up from
Seattle. Once we moved there
we were able to host an open
Irish session before each feature
performance.
In the height of the summer
we’ve had 15 people of varying
levels playing and sharing tunes in
a circle while the garden was full of
all kinds of people including lots
of kids loving the scene. I made
a 15-minute mini-doc all about
it (search “Irish & Folk Mondays
Bellingham”). And the FB page is
https://www.facebook.com/Irish.
Mondays.Bellingham.
We are moving into Boundary
Bay’s new Mountain Room for the
winter!

Jan Peters at the Subdued Stringband Jamboree,
last August. PHOTO BY DANNY SCHWARZ

It’s a Sunday morning in town,
what are you doing?
I am heading to the Co-op Cafe,
The Blackdrop, Mount Bakery,
The Bagelry, or Trapeze Deli-Cafe
for either an americano or dirty
chai with some halvah, awesome
smoothie from Electric Beet Juice
Co., or a delicious paleo-muffin,
and some reading, writing, and
relaxed office hours. Sometimes I
hit the Old Town Cafe and play for
an hour for an awesome breakfast.
What was the last great movie
you saw and what was so good
about it?
“Her” was fantastic, but I want
to tell you about “Dean Spanley.”
Based on an adaptation of Irish
author Lord Dunsany’s short novel
My Talks With Dean Spanley, it
stars Sam Neill, Jeremy Northam,
Peter O’Toole, and Bryan Brown.
Set in Edwardian England, it’s
about a struggling father and
son relationship and O’Toole
is transcendent. He is so damn
“right” about everything but
belligerent as hell. Anyway, they
go to hear a swami talk about
reincarnation and end up meeting
the Dean Spanley.
From there it becomes what
was to me an incredibly insightful
and moving story of how a dog
might really tell his story, and
of how humans can be moved to
change in most unexpected ways.
Not a single wasted word in the
dialogue of the entire film. It’s
less of a treatise on reincarnation
than on human relationships,
stubbornness, pain, revelation,
and healing. “Only a closed mind
can be certain,” said the Dean.
If you could have dinner with any

musician (alive), who would it be
and why?
I’ll just say who’s been on my
mind lately - Andy Irvine. An
iconic Irish and world musician, his
playing and singing really inspire
and move. You know his stories
are endless and of a life few get to
live. His “The Wind Blows Over The
Danube” makes me weep. I’d say
Cathy Jordan of Dervish because
I want to marry her, but I’d be
unable to speak or eat or anything
else natural.
If you could change one thing
about Bellingham, what would it
be?
We’d have a big enough homeless
shelter with programs, gardens,
mental health help, good security
for safety for all, and it would be
a positive place where people who
have fallen by the wayside get the
help they need to find some peace,
health, and hopefully productivity
and meaning in their lives.
Where do you see yourself in 10
years?
Producing awesome shows
in our area, both as performer
and as just producer, and doing
some occasional touring to play
and study. Oh, and hopefully
practicing and maybe teaching a
lot of Tai Chi.
Do you have any new music
projects in the works?
Lache Cercel and I have
reconnected in creating a new
monthly at The Green Frog. Lache
is a Vancouver, BC based master
Roma-Romanian violinist with a
broad and amazing pallet. He’ll
be bringing a great guitarist and
bassist each month and we’re

working with Kevin Woods, superb
trumpeter and new head of the
WWU Jazz Dept. Students can
sign up to play or sing swing tunes,
and other players can just show up
and if you can hang, you’re invited
to play. Lache plays the finest
D’jango jazz, Balkan, Turkish,
Mediterranean, and otherwise
wicked good Roma Swing you’ll
hear in our region. Contact me for
more info and soon there will be a
FB page for this. The next show/
jam is Tuesday, Oct. 13, and then
Nov. 3 and First Tuesdays from
then on, always 7-9p.m.
I’m playing more now with Purit
Na Gael, some highly formidable
awesome Scottish/Irish musicians.
I have a solo album in mind,
a new video of one of the songs
about to come out with guests
Harper Stone and Carrie CrockettValhalla, and an album with Pete
Irving of Hot Damn Scandal in the
works.

By then I was singing songs out
and about on guitar and mandolin,
and improvising some with really
good singer-songwriters. Bill
Scholer invited me to join his band
on keys and voice and I became a

full time musician. Since then I’ve
played folk rock, psychedelic AfroReggae rooted protest rock (Clan
Dyken), eclectic this and that (Joe
Craven, Monday Night Project,
Naked Hearts), then fell deeply in

love with Irish and related music.
I still love and need to play blues
and swing sometimes and with
great singer-songwriters like
Robert Sarazin Blake, Pete Irving,
Petunia, and my niece Morgan

Frances Kavanagh, to name a few.
Thanks to Danny Schwarz for the
photo from this year’s Gallowglass
set at the Jamboree.

What’s one thing even your
closest friends may not know about
you?
That there is a little cactus plant
in my place I adore and care for
with great tenderness for its very
slow, steady, stately, beautiful,
surprising, fuzzy growth, and for
how it looks in morning light.
What’s left of morning light
anyway after I get up. Makes me
smile with peace and contentment
just any time I pause to visit and
stare at it.
When you’re feeling down, what
is your go-to record?
It was that Andy Irvine song I
mentioned and YouTubes of his
group Mosaic. This year it’s been
a lot of Nina Simone and Lunasa
recordings.
How did you first become
involved in music?
Hearing my father play and
my Aunt Kit sing was huge, and
while I don’t pursue jazz to any
great degree, it’s my first love.
Miles Davis and Hair and Jesus
Christ Superstar were all in the
house. I began to make things up
on the piano at 7. I failed in my
lessons because, well, I’m not sure.
Just couldn’t handle it for some
reason. At 12 Woody taught me
how to play the blues in every key
and that stuck with me. I learned
a bunch of Neil Young songs on
guitar and someone gave me a
mandolin. I knew I had a nice
voice and one year I jammed with
a great blues band in Davis, CA.
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ARTIST

Katie Johnson: The
face of expression

E

by BRENT COLE

xploring
the
unique
nuances of the human face,
local artist Katie Johnson
has found her creative stride,
drawing the faces of friends
and celebrities. Currently, she’s
prepping for her show this month
at Aslan Brewing Co., and also
working on 60 portraits of people
in the local brewing community
who will be featured in a new deck
of cards.
Katie initially moved to
Bellingham in 2004, when she
planned on studying political
science at Western. After taking
a “great class by a libertarian,”
she quickly realized it wasn’t the
major for her. Having been “one of
the nerdy kids listening to sad emo
music drawing in my notebook”
during high school, pursuing art
seemed liked a natural fit, she
said. In 2010, Katie graduated
with a BA in studio art.
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Having
drawn
“European
street scenes” as a kid, her roots
in illustrating people trace back
before her teen years when she had
a subscription to Surfer Magazine.
“I loved the layout and artwork,”
Katie said with her infectious
laugh. “I was always attracted to
that.”
Her first portrait was of the
famous surfer Chris Malloy. “It
was the first time I realized I was
ok at drawing people,” she said.
Finding herself drawn to this
style, she focused more on people’s
faces.
After graduating from college,
Katie moved between Portland
Bellingham. As she sorted
through the obstacles of her 20s,
Katie continued to work on art,
having the occasional showing.
After returning to Bellingham the
second time, Katie was invited to
submit art for Strange Bedfellows,
which was held at a temporary art
gallery on State St. She was also

See Katie Johnson’s beautiful artwork this month at Aslan Brewing Co, at 1330 North Forest St. The showing includes local residents, celebrities, and this month’s cover image featuring Rich Canut. PHOTO BY SARAH VAN HOUTEN

getting requests from people to do
illustrations for occasions such as
anniversaries, noting this “was all
very casual, an ‘if I have time, I’ll
do it.’”
While Katie continued to have
a laxed attitude towards her art
as a career, she was continuing to
pursue it, with her pieces ending
up on permanent display in a
coffee shop in Portland and part of
an exhibit in Los Angeles (which
had 360 submissions, but only 27
pieces made the cut). And lately,
she has done more.
“Over the past year I’ve put the
most energy into art since I’ve
been into college,” Katie stated.
She isn’t sure of the root of the
inspiration, noting, “I don’t know
if it’s turning 30 and wanting to

accomplish something that’s mine,
but I’m taking myself seriously
enough to make it a priority.”
With that focus on art has come
a large interest in her work – a
semi-abstract and beautiful take
on portraits. She is currently
readying a series of portraits
(painted and illustrated) for an
exhibit at Aslan Brewing Co. in
October, as well as a local brewers
and beer culture deck of cards
that includes 60 illustrations for
the 54 cards. She first started the
project in March, and with each
illustration taking between three
and five hours, she’s about halfway
through. The deck will likely be
released in late fall/early winter.
Katie is quick to point out
there isn’t any kind of message in

her art, it’s just something that
compels her; anything she finds
inspiring or entertaining can
easily end up becoming a focus.
Aside from the card deck project,
her subjects range from local
residents (including Rich Canut,
who is on this month’s cover and
will be in the show) to celebrities
(there will be three portraits of
actor Rick Moranis, who starred in
films such as Honey I Shrunk the
Kids and Spaceballs).
While Katie continues working
on her upcoming projects, she’s
enjoying spending time on art and
the notoriety that naturally comes
with it. “I’ve had so much fun,”
Katie said with a laugh, “for the
first time people are recognizing
me as a visual artist and it’s nice.”

IN WORDS Book explores Nirvana’s music relationships

E

by BRENT COLE

arlier
this
year,
the
documentary “Kurt Cobain:
Montage of Heck” was released
to much critical fanfare. Published at
the same time, though more under
the radar, was the book “I Found My
Friends: An Oral History of Nirvana,”
by Nick Soulsby, a writer and fan
based in London.
For the book, Soulsby contacted
and interviewed many of the bands
Nirvana played with – from the
group’s beginnings as a house show
band in Aberdeen to the time of
Cobain’s death – getting their stories
and lending a new voice to Nirvana’s
history.
“There are a lot of books out there
about Nirvana – looking around
my room I see 40 of them,” Nick
said, from his home in London. “I
wanted to tell it a different way. I
didn’t want to get inside the head
of Kurt Cobain. I was more intrigued
what it was like to be one of the
people watching them, sharing the
life with them. It was what Nirvana
shared with everyone rather than
their uniqueness that intrigued me –
making them part of a community.
My second hope for the book is that
maybe the guys in Nirvana might
appreciate that.”
Among the bands Nirvana played

with were a couple from Bellingham,
most notably at the 1992 Mudhoney
show in Carver Gym when Nirvana
played a surprise show. Medelicious
and Saucer, two of the local scene’s
biggest bands at the time, got to
open for Mudhoney and Nirvana,
who at that time was one of – if not
THE – biggest band in the world.
Henry Szankiewicz, who still lives
in Bellingham, recalls the night
being particularly weird. “The feeling
behind the stage was actually kind
of gloomy,” he said. “Low energy
and lots of beer. I remember early
on all the beverages were quickly
consumed by the band members
and hangers on. Aaron (Roeder –
owner of the 3B Tavern at the time)
from the Monomen drove back to
the 3B and returned with a large
quantity of beer. I heard that the
locker rooms got pretty beat up that
night.”
In the book, Scott Harbine,
guitarist for Saucer, added to the
story of gloom back stage. “I saw a
friend named Michelle, who knew
Cobain and was good friends with
Steve Turner (Mudhoney’s guitarist).
She told me she wanted to introduce
me to Cobain and I followed her into
the shower area. We overheard an
argument between Cobain and Love
and I saw him sitting down under a
shower. Love was telling him he was

a “f#$!ing baby” and he was staring
down at the floor. When Courtney
saw Michelle and (me), she told us to
“get f#$!ing lost.” We turned around
and left as she continued to yell at
him… he looked pretty depressed
and defeated to me.”
Szankiewicz added during our
interview, “The energy there that
night was so weird. Tons of people
back stage and the constant echo
of music in the gym. When offered I
chose not to have my picture taken
with them. It just kind of seemed
depressing in a way. Kurt did not
look happy.”
Twenty years later, Henry is
quoted in the book as reflecting on
the historical aspect of the night.
“What stands out was that they were
the biggest band in the world at the
time and we were lucky to be so
close on the side of the stage to take
it all in. More like an event to witness
than anything musical at that
point… what was the most amazing
was that three kids about 10 years
old went up onstage and took over
bass, drums and guitar. Just banging
away on it. People started chanting
‘Smash it! Smash it!’”
Personally, I don’t have a story to
add. I was living in Bellingham at
that point, but chose not go to the
show because the younger version
of myself thought it was too big

and that Mudhoney were “sellouts”
or something ridiculous like that.
A friend stopped by my apartment
after the show with a huge smile on
his face and let me know that none
other than Nirvana played as well.
I tried to play it cool, but 23 years
later, I’m still bummed I didn’t go!
You can see Montage of Heck,
presented by What’s Up!, at the
Pickford Film Center on Oct. 9 at 9:15
p.m., Oct. 10 at 8:45 p.m. and Oct. 11
at 7:30 p.m. Check out I Found My
Friends in bookstores or online.
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Mark Pickerel
and His Praying Hands W

By Jared Curtis

He’s got the goods, and keeps on keeping on
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hen you talk about the music of the Pacific
Northwest, Mark Pickerel’s name should
be included in the conversation due to his
integral part in the grunge scene, thanks
to his work with Screaming Trees, among
other bands including the most iconic Seattle band —
Nirvana. Now he is back with his new band, Mark Pickerel
and His Praying Hands, and they will be stopping by the
Green Frog on Saturday, Oct. 17 for a rowdy rocking good
time. But before we chatted about the new band, we had to
chat about his time drumming with the Screaming Trees.
“I was still in high school when we recorded our first two
releases so The Screaming Trees role in my life was very
pivotal from the start. It basically launched my career,”
Pickerel said during our interview. “I still look back on the
early days with The Trees as the most special and the most
exciting of all the different projects that I’m associated with
— we were so young and green, every week seemed to include
some interesting breakthrough or unique opportunity, and
to share that with the very guys that you’ve been dreaming
and building something with since your freshman year of
high school is just a really joyous and exciting thing!”
Pickerel and Mark Lanegan (singer of Screaming Trees)
recorded and jammed on some tunes with Nirvana members
Kurt Cobain and Krist Novoselic in the late 80s prior to the
release of Nevermind. A few songs from the session, ended
up on the Nirvana box set With the Lights Out.
“My brief encounter with the Nirvana gang was an
incredible little chapter in my life and one that I’m proud
to have participated in,” Pickerel said. “I find it ironic that
something that required the least amount of my time of any
of my professional endeavors, produced the largest music
related income of my adult life.”
Pickerel has been apart of so many great projects; it’s
hard to find space to talk about each of them. One of his
projects, Truly, included original Soundgarden bassist Hiro
Yamamoto, and had a song — “Hearts and Lungs — featured
in the iconic film “Singles.” (It was cut from the soundtrack
at the last minute, but will be included on an upcoming
expanded edition.)
“Each chapter of my life has been full of rewards, whether
drumming for Truly, Neko Case, Dusty 45s, Brandi Carlile,
or writing and singing my own songs, I continue to grow
and find so much inspiration from the friends and musicians
that surround me,” he said.
With so many friends in the business, it would have been
easy for Pickerel to become a background player, but he
flipped the switch and came out in front of the band with his
new project Mark Pickerel and His Praying Hands.
“I started fooling around with an acoustic guitar in my
mid 20s, it wasn’t so much out of a strong desire to be a
front man, but I had endured a couple of setbacks as a
drummer that sort of soured my attitude about always being
in a supportive role to someone else’s career or vision,” he
said. “I recognized early on that if I were to ever have any
kind of consistency in terms of a career in music, that it
would require me to have at least a little self-sufficiency,
but these initial motivations were quickly replaced with a
real passion for writing and the creative process. And that’s
what motivates me the most to this day, just getting lost in
a new chord progression and the immediate thrill of figuring
out how I might want to develop it from its earliest hook
through its final verse.”
Pickerel is the only ongoing member of His Praying Hands,
with other musicians joining or leaving the group when they
are able to.
“I would love nothing more than for the Praying Hands

to consist of the same members
year after year but the truth is,
at this stage in most our lives, it’s
just too difficult and financially
impossible for most musicians
to devote themselves to one
project, especially when juggling
parenting, house payments, etc.,
and so I find that I continually
have to bring in new people for
different shows or recordings,”
he said. “Rarely does anyone get
‘kicked’ out or even quit the band,
we all just have to make decisions
based on our current situations,
needs, financial or family
obligations and therefor, it’s kind
of become a collective of changing
faces. But with that brings new
opportunities
for
different
explorations that you would never
enjoy with one, single line-up so I
just try and embrace it and enjoy
the chance to play with so many
gifted and wonderful people.”
Speaking of the gifted and
wonderful
people,
Pickerel
recently lent his voice and his
hands to help with a fire relief
benefit supporting all of the brave
firefighters battling the horrible
wildfires this past summer.
“Many years ago I lost a good
friend named Tom Craven, who
lost his life fighting fires out here
in Eastern Washington, ever
since then it’s been an issue that I
can’t seem to turn away from,” he
said. “So far my little make shift
operation that I call Fire Country
has raised close to $7,000 and
we’ve forwarded all of it to an
organization called the Chelan
Valley Hope (chelanvalleyhope.
org) so they can distribute the
funds in the most effective way.
They’re well established and are in
a much better position to recognize
the changing needs of people
who’ve been the most affected
by the fires. I trust that they’ll be
more effective than I could ever
be with their distribution of the
donations.”
Pickerel will bring his big heart,
big voice and plenty of good tunes
to his show at the Green Frog
on Oct. 17, a place he has fond
memories of.
“My last solo show in town was
opening for Frank Black. I had a
great time and am really looking
forward to the show at The Green
Frog,” Pickerel said. “I’ve had some
great experiences in Bellingham
over the years and I always look
forward to coming back.”
For more information, follow
Mark Pickerel’s Facebook page.
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A little bit of everything

Beats Antique
by Halee Hastad

S

picy Dijon mayo, strawberries,
bacon,
peanut
butter,
anchovies, avocado and more
bacon. Alas, the ingredients
of Beats Antique’s current
tour if it were a sandwich. This may
go without saying, but judging by the
sounds of it, this tour is a lot like one
of those sandwiches you have to taste
to understand. Or in this case, see to
believe.
The collaborative entertainment group
of Beats Antique travels under the stage
name Creature Carnival and has featured
different artists and performers with
each tour. It is no surprise that this
time around they will continue knitting
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together sounds from multiple different
cultures and traditions to craft not
only an original auditory experience,
but a visual one as well. However, they
are switching it up a bit, David Satori,
multi-instrumentalist for the band, said.
Different from previous tours, this one
will focus less on visual effects and more
on performance and music.
“When you take away projections and
bright lights the experience is much more
personal and I think that is really what
we are going for here,” Tommy (Sidecar)
Cappel,
multi-instrumentalist
and
percussionist, said in a recent interview.
Though, even with a whisper of change
in the air, die-hard Beats fans need not
fret. Their promise remains to provide a
breathtaking experience for concert or

festivalgoers with audience participation
and on-stage performances straight out
of a daydreamer’s fairytale.
They have teamed up with trumpet
player, dancer and set designer Sari
Breznau, stage name Pinky d’Ambrosia,
to create a carnival experience from the
ground up. The audience can expect the
unexpected with d’Ambrosia on stage,
Zoe Jakes said, as she will embody a
variety of different characters to add
even more splendor to the show. There
will be hand painted sets that include
carnival bunkers, masks and just about
any odd contraption possible. Similarly,
sounds from around our world will be
making vibrations in songs that have
roots ranging from Russian folklore to
Balinese chants with Arabic motivations.

“We want our audience to be able to
travel, auditorily, around the globe and
back in one show,” Satori said.
The tour started mid-September in
Austin, Texas and will ramble through
cities all over the U.S. before coming to
a halt in Santa Cruz on New Year’s Eve
(they stop in Bellingham on Nov. 1).
Beats tours with their road manager,
Rich Canut, who reins from Bellingham.
So the story goes, they had come to
Bellingham a decade ago with the Yard
Dogs Road Show, your typical 13-member
travelling vaudeville, burlesque, magicmaking cabaret, and found themselves
without a person to work sound. Canut
was working sound at the former venue
The Nightlight and ended up being a
tremendous help to the complicated

band. They decided he was
awesome and with a European
tour ahead of them, asked if
he would join. Again, like any
outstanding
Bellingham-based
sound guy would do, Rich said yes
(see the sidebar at right for more
about the legendary Rich Canut).
“We called up Rich, asked if he
wanted to go to Europe, told him
we couldn’t pay him but that we
were going to Portugal, which
seemed cool, and he was like
‘Yeah, sure’,” Satori said.
A little history here: Beats
started in 2007 when Jakes,
Beats’ dance and performance
extraordinaire, and Satori, came
together with Cappel in San
Francisco. Jakes and Satori had
previously made music together
in The Funnies, an experimental

instrumental group, and wanted
to work on a new project when
the three combined forces. That
was eight years ago and since then
Beats has produced over 8 fulllength records and performed in
venues and at festivals all over
the U.S. and Europe. (The Funnies
recorded two albums in the early
2000s and toured exclusively
in an eco-bus that ran entirely
on recycled vegetable oil. And
that may not have been so bad.
When I spoke with the band they
informed me that their current
rig was too hot and relief seemed
impossible).
All things aside, Beats plans
to open up their own storefront
in San Francisco early next year.
It is there that they will sell

merchandise, have a practice and
recording space for their label,
Antique Records, and provide
dance and choreography classes.
They say that the Bay area is
where they manifest many of
their visions and hope that having
a space there will promote growth
for them and their community.
“We are inspired by all that is
around us – our experiences and
motivations as well as those of
others – and will continue creating
authentic art from that which we
are surrounded by,” Cappel said.
See Beats Antique on Nov. 1 at
the Wild Buffalo in Bellingham.
For more about the band, check
out www.beatsantique.com or see
their Facebook page.

RICH CANUT

This month’s cover is an illustration by Katie Johnson of the
legendary Rich Canut – local
musician, soundman, engineer
and production manager who
has been around town off
and on for the last 15 years.
Throughout his time in town,
Rich has become known for
his talent (having played in
Language Arts, 76 Charger,
Black Eyes and Neckties) and
professionalism.
About 10 years ago, Rich’s
awesomeness stopped being
a huge local secret. “While I
was working at the Nightlight
The Yard Dogs Road Show
came through which Tommy
and Zoë (Beats Antique) were
members of. They hired me on
the spot to start touring with
Yard Dogs, which I did for four
years,” Rich said, adding, “A
couple years into that Tommy
and Zoë left to focus on Beats
and when the time came that
they could afford to take crew
they hired me. I’ve been with
them for almost five years as
FoH (front of house sound
engineer), TM (tour manager)
and PM (production manager).”
Rich hasn’t just focused on
Beats Antique, he’s also doing
sound for Wild Throne and
Dirtwire, keeping him on the
road often. When he’s not on
the road, he can be found doing sound locally. Good man.
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Editor’s Picks

Irish and
Folk Night

Benyaro, Vervex
Oct. 2 • Green Frog

Honestly, I hadn’t
heard of Benyaro
before Jake from
Vervex let me
know about
the show and
wow, I’m glad
he did! Benyaro
plays beautiful, wonderful
music – great hooks, fantastic songwriting and
playing. Benyaro takes things that extra step that
makes his music incredibly engaging; this isn’t just
another acoustic indie pop band. Check him out,
then head to the show. You can thank me later.

Every Monday
Boundary Bay Brewery

Formerly housed in the Star
Club, Irish and Folk Night
has really come into its own
at Boundary Bay. Started
by Jan Peters and Paeder
McMahon, it’s home to the
surprisingly vibrant local
Irish music scene – one of
those sub-scenes that’s
damn impressive. Check it
out!

N7E Presents
Oct. 16 • The Shakedown

You gotta love N7E, helping to keep punk rock alive and
relevant in Bellingham. Robby and crew are bringing the legendary Channel 3, 13 Scars and Piggy (featuring Ron Reyes
from Black Flag) to the Shakedown for some loud punk. The
hair might be gray, but they’ll still kick your ass.Enjoy.

Acorn Project
Oct. 17 • Wild Buffalo

The boys in the band have been
rearing their head lately, playing this
summer a few times, but this show
will probably be the last till next summer. So, get down and see the sonic
funk that is Acorn Project, shake your
ass, have a good time, and keep the
memories till next time.

Annual Dead Musicians
Halloween Party
Oct. 31 • HoneyMoon
This show couldn’t be any more different
from Polecat at the Buff (below), but it will
be equally awesome. Performers dress up as
a late musician or comedian and play one of
their songs. If you want in on this incredibly
fun night, e-mail Kat Bula at honeymoonbooking@gmail.com.

Polecat

Oct. 31 • Wild Buffalo

PHOTO BY DAVID JOHNSON

+

You gotta love this. Polecat at the Buff
means it’s going to be a big ole dancing party on Halloween. Everyone will be
wearing costumes and out for a good time
with one of the biggest bands in town. Get
down there, dance, have fun, do your thing.

this month’s FEATURES: Beats Antique, Mark Pickerel, Zion I, Crushed Out, Panda Panda Panda
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Music Calendar
Oct. 1

Glow - DJ (Fresh Thursday)
Honey Moon - Giant’s Causeway
Idiom Theatre - Death, the Final Irony by
Andy Friedlander
Poppe’s - Jessie Chandler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - William Romanza
Trio
Swillery - Songwriter Thursday
The Cabin Tavern - Pageantry, The Co
Founder, Dogs
The Corner Pub - Knut Bell and the 360s
The Shakedown - Telekinesis, Say Hi,
Vacationeer
The Wild Buffalo - Sir Mix-A-Lot, My Dad
Bruce, Knucklehead, Boombox Kid
Upfront Theatre - GBU

Oct. 2

Honey Moon - Honeydrippers Tales: The
Final Journey
Idiom Theatre - Death, the Final Irony by
Andy Friedlander
Main Street Bar and Grill - Still Kickn’
Make.Shift - Jason Clackley, Whitney
Ballen, Kela Parker, Tyson Ballew, Abby
Hegge
Mount Baker Theatre - UB40
Poppe’s - Ryan and Jeremy
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Telefon
Swillery - Head Injuries, The Cleos, The
Masses
The Cabin Tavern - Mark Dawson Zigler
The Shakedown - Chelsea Wolfe,
Mannifer
The Wild Buffalo - Keano, Monte, FXL,
Dielan! & Meeks, Steezy Deezy
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 3

BellStock: Bellwether Peninsula Mowtown Cruisers, The Chris Eger Band,
The Stacy Jones Band
Glow - DJ Boombox Kid
Idiom Theatre - Death, the Final Irony by
Andy Friedlander
Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with
Deanna Fleysher (11am)
Main Street Bar and Grill - Troy Fair Band
Make.Shift - Eradication Rap Battle (12
noon)
Make.Shift - Talktin and Easy, Fallopia,
The Cleos
Poppe’s - Roger Yamashita
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Robby Clark
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Stirred Not
Shaken
Swillery - Mostafa Presents: Tope,
Invictus, Mp & Vokab, Like Minded
The Cabin Tavern - JP Falcon Band
The Corner Pub - Hoe and the Harrow
The Shakedown - Voyager, The JV, Alien
Probe
The Wild Buffalo - The Dip, Grace Love
and the True Loves
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 4

BellStock: Bellwether Peninsula - Mr.
Feel Good and the Firm Believers, Band
Zandt, Polecat
Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with

Deanna Fleysher
Make.Shift - Lindsay Street (at Make.Shift
Market)
The Cabin Tavern - Acoustic Sunday
The Wild Buffalo - Todd Barry, Brendan
Kelly, Charlie Myers

Oct. 5

Honey Moon - The Shadies
Poppe’s - Vincent Braimes (4pm)
Rumors Cabaret - Karaoke with Zach
Zinn
The Shakedown - Childbirth, guests
The Wild Buffalo - Lip Sync Battle

Oct. 6

Poppe’s - Open Mic with Brian Hillman
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
The Shakedown - Karaoke with Aireekah
The Wild Buffalo - MC Gan (CD Release),
T.E.K., Big Nation, Real III, The Masses,
Pascal, Tactic$, DJ Mango Dunks

Oct. 7

Glow - DJ
Honey Moon - Tad Kroening
Kulshan Brewery - Broken Bow
Stringband
Poppe’s - Dave Nellis
Swillery - Karaoke
The Wild Buffalo - 90s Night with
Boombox Kid
Whatcom Jazz Music Arts Center - Joe
Manis Trio (featuring George Colligan on
B3), Miles Black Trio
WWU Underground Coffeehouse - The
Co Founder, Drew Perrin

Oct. 8

Glow - DJ (Fresh Thursday)
Honey Moon - Meghan Yates
Mount Baker Theatre - Tig Notaro
Poppe’s - Jessie Chandler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Marvin J
Swillery - Songwriter Thursday
The Cabin Tavern - Open Mic
The Corner Pub - Knut Bell and the 360s
The Shakedown - Rosetta, Brave Young,
guests
The Wild Buffalo - Let it Bern - a benefit
for Bernie Sanders with, Midnight
Legend, The Naughty Blokes, Ebb, Slack,
and Flood, Reanu Keeves and the Funky
Falcons
Upfront Theatre - GBU

Oct. 9

Boundary Bay Brewery - DJ, Belly
Dancers, Pi Kasorat, Sky Colony
Glow - DJ FXL
Honey Moon - Bellow.wing Banjo Tour
Main Street Bar and Grill - Shiloh
Mount Baker Theatre - Carlos Núñez
Poppe’s - Hot Cotton, Nick Taylor
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - 3 Parts Jazz
Swillery - Mostafa Presents: Billy Woods,
Prem Rock, Curly Castro, Mo Nicklz, Hash
Adams, Plague Doctor
The Cabin Tavern - Mind Vice
The Shakedown - Ever So Android, Panda
Panda Panda, guests

The Wild Buffalo - El Ten Eleven, Sego
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 10

Glow - DJ Boombox Kid
Honey Moon - Gallowglass
Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with
Deanna Fleysher
Kulshan Brewery - Harris Face
Main Street Bar and Grill - SpaceBand
Poppe’s - Erik and Anissa
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Robby Clark
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - The Spencetet
Swillery - Kosmo, Pink Octopus, Mother
Tapes
The Cabin Tavern - Deacons Ruse
Vaudeville Troupe
The Wild Buffalo - MURS, Red Pill, King
Fantastic
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 11

Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with
Deanna Fleysher
Kulshan Brewery - The Devilly Brothers
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz and PKLZ
The Cabin Tavern - Matthew Williams

Oct. 12

Honey Moon - The Shadies
Poppe’s - Vincent Braimes (4pm)
Rumors Cabaret - Karaoke with Zach
Zinn
The Wild Buffalo - Lip Sync Battle

Oct. 13

Poppe’s - Open Mic with Brian Hillman
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Swillery - Crooked Neighbours, Dry and
Dusty, RipeMangos/Housing
The Shakedown - Karaoke with Aireekah
The Wild Buffalo - Nappy Roots, Kung
Foo Grip, Deadly D, Boombox Kid

Oct. 14

Glow - DJ
Honey Moon - Tad Kroening
Kulshan Brewery - You Knew Me When
Poppe’s - Chad Petersen
Swillery - Karaoke
The Wild Buffalo - 90s Night with
Boombox Kid
Whatcom Jazz Music Arts Center Marcus Printup (trumpet), Miles Black
(piano), Michael Glynn (bass), Julian
MacDonough (drums)
WWU Underground Coffeehouse Vervex, Paris The Songwriter Williams

Vocals
Swillery - Songwriter Thursday
The Cabin Tavern - Open Mic
The Corner Pub - Knut Bell and the 360s
The Wild Buffalo - Zion I, Grayskul, The
Bad Tenants, Mostafa
Upfront Theatre - GBU

Oct. 16

Glow - DJ FXL
Honey Moon - Jeffrey Slough
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam

Szymkowicz
Main Street Bar and Grill - Nashville
Northwest
Poppe’s - Soul Shadows
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Telefon
Swillery - Mostafa Presents: Logan Grant,
guests
The Cabin Tavern - Lingering Souls
The Shakedown - Channel 3, 13 Scars,
Piggy
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 17

Glow - DJ Boombox Kid
Honey Moon - Sabrina y los Reyes
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Kulshan Brewery - Antonette Goroch
Main Street Bar and Grill - Blindfate
Poppe’s - Brooke Mingler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Robby Clark
Silver Reef Casino - Heart by Heart
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Nuages
Swillery - Charlie Burns’ Birthday Party continued on the next page>>>

Oct. 15

Circus Guild - Vaudvillingham
Glow - DJ (Fresh Thursday)
Honey Moon - Write Riot
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Poppe’s - Jessie Chandler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Walt Burkett and
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Zach Zinn Karaoke
The Cabin Tavern - The Knowle Roars, Girl
Guts, Mannequin Hands
The Shakedown - Crushed Out,
Actionese, Tin Foil Cat, Feral Foster
The Wild Buffalo - Acorn Project, World’s
Finest
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 18

Kulshan Brewery - Scott Low
Rumors Cabaret - Fetish Night
The Cabin Tavern - Kenny Ambrose
The Wild Buffalo - Gaudi

Oct. 19

Honey Moon - The Shadies
Poppe’s - Vincent Braimes (4pm)
Rumors Cabaret - Karaoke with Zach
Zinn
The Wild Buffalo - Lip Sync Battle

Oct. 20

Poppe’s - Open Mic with Brian Hillman
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
The Shakedown - Karaoke with Aireekah
The Wild Buffalo - Do or Die, Neema,
Knucklehead, guests

Oct. 21

Glow - DJ
Honey Moon - Tad Kroening
Kulshan Brewery - The Copacetics
Poppe’s - Roger Yamashita
Swillery - Karaoke
The Shakedown - Ed Schrader’s Music
Beat, guests
The Wild Buffalo - 90s Night with
Boombox Kid
WWU Underground Coffeehouse Traveler of Home, Adventure Dirt Team

Oct. 22

Boundary Bay Brewery - Back to the
Future Block Party
Glow - DJ (Fresh Thursday)
Honey Moon - A brief history of love
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Poppe’s - Jessie Chandler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Chad Petersen
Swillery - Songwriter Thursday
The Cabin Tavern - Open Mic
The Corner Pub - Knut Bell and the 360s
The Shakedown - Little Wings, guests
The Wild Buffalo - Buku, guests
Upfront Theatre - GBU

Oct. 23
Glow - DJ FXL
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Honey Moon - Autumn Divers
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Main Street Bar and Grill - Jim Basnight
Band
Make.Shift - KVWV Benefit: Trax NW Club
Showcase
Mount Baker Theatre - In My Life – A
Musical Theatre Tribute to the Beatles
Poppe’s - The BZ3, Nick Taylor
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - The Sonja Lee
Band
Swillery - Deadbeatdad, Meridian Guide,
guests
The Cabin Tavern - Rocky Champagne,
Big Bad
The Shakedown - Defenstrator, Oxygen
Destroyer, VD
The Wild Buffalo - Free Funk Friday
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 24

Glow - DJ Boombox Kid
Honey Moon - The Loofahs
Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with
Deanna Fleysher (11am)
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Kulshan Brewery - The Catkins
Main Street Bar and Grill - Electric Soul
Society
Mount Baker Theatre - Jake
Shimabukuro
Poppe’s - Tyler Clark
Poppe’s - All Stars Comedy Nite Explosion
with Alycia Cooper, TY Kirkland, Shawn
Harris. Hosted by Toby Roberts. Plus DJ
Clint Westwood
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Robby Clark
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Faucher Four
Swillery - ALTO!, Consumer, Ghost Babies
The Cabin Tavern - Live Music
The Corner Pub - South Fork Zoo with
Wayne Hayton
The Shakedown - Dryland, Porch, Hurry
Up Shotgun, guests
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 25

Idiom Theatre - Naked Comedy Lab with
Deanna Fleysher
Kulshan Brewery - The Devilly Brothers
The Cabin Tavern - Samuel Ibes

Oct. 26

Honey Moon - The Shadies
Poppe’s - Vincent Braimes (4pm)
Rumors Cabaret - Karaoke with Zach
Zinn
The Wild Buffalo - Lip Sync Battle
Whatcom Jazz Music Arts Center - Joey
DeFrancesco (Hammond B3), Jason
Brown (Drums), Dan Wilson (guitar)

Oct. 27

Poppe’s - Open Mic with Brian Hillman
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
The Shakedown - Karaoke with Aireekah
The Wild Buffalo - Blues Jam ft. Andy
‘Badd Dog’ Koch

Oct. 28

Glow - DJ
Honey Moon - Tad Kroening
Kulshan Brewery - Quickdraw Stringband
Poppe’s - Chantel Renee, W9
continued on the next page>>>
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Swillery - Karaoke
The Wild Buffalo - 90s Night with
Boombox Kid
Whatcom Jazz Music Arts Center - Peter
and Will Anderson, Miles Black Trio
WWU Underground Coffeehouse - Mike
Edel, Tyson Motsenbocker

Oct. 29

Glow - DJ (Fresh Thursday)
Honey Moon - Louis Ledford
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Poppe’s - Jessie Chandler
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Enz
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Roger Quiggle
Swillery - Songwriter Thursday
The Cabin Tavern - Open Mic
The Corner Pub - Knut Bell and the 360s
The Shakedown - Vinyl Williams,
JJUUJJUU, guests
The Wild Buffalo - Na’an Stop, The
Austerman File
Upfront Theatre - GBU

Oct. 30

Honey Moon - Scary Stories for Adults
Idiom Theatre - Clown Bar by Adam
Szymkowicz
Main Street Bar and Grill - Jack Benson
Make.Shift - Spooky Cover Show
Poppe’s - Benjie Howard
Presence Studio - Sacred Bass Sessions
with Yaima, Subaqueous, Mr. Moo, Pepper
Proud, Citta Flow
Rumors Cabaret - DJ
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - Julianne Thomas
The Cabin Tavern - The Sweaty Westerns
The Shakedown - The Cave Singers,
guests
The Wild Buffalo - Beat Connection,
Phantoms, Vision Field
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Oct. 31

Boundary Bay Brewery - Scary Monster
and The Super Creeps
Glow - DJ Boombox Kid
Honey Moon - Dead Musicians Halloween
Party
Main Street Bar and Grill - The Blackouts
Poppe’s - Poppes Haloween Party
Rumors Cabaret - DJ Robby Clark
Skylark’s Hidden Cafe - HALLOWEEN
PARTY - Soul Shadows
Swillery - Eagle Teeth, Cat Bomb, Second
Hand Suits
The Cabin Tavern - Clambake, The Ellis
Deviants
The Wild Buffalo - Polecat, Crow and the
Canyon
Upfront Theatre - Hellingham

Want to submit your
music for review?

support local music
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NEXT ISSUE: November 2015

Deadline: October 19

All local band/musicians are
welcome to drop off their records
for review to Everyday Music
in downtown Bellingham, send
music link via e-mail to editor@
whatsup-magazine.com, or send
hard copy by mail to What’s Up!, PO
Box 30373 Bellingham, WA 98228.
Must include all contact information. All genres and ages welcome.

Album Reviews
Boss Rhino

EP
facebook.com/TheBossRhino

To submit recordings for review, drop off at Everyday Music, send music link via e-mail to editor@whatsup-magazine.com,
or send by mail. Must be a local band/musician, and must include contact information. All genres and ages welcome.

Bob Fossil

Bob Fossil
facebook.com/Bobfossilband

Wild Throne

Harvest of Darkness
www.wildthrone.com/#!

W

Holy smokin’ gravy balls! The packaging on this mama jamma is beautiful.
Seriously, badass. Jim Blanchard’s retinaretching purple rhino on the cover commands immediate attention. Behold the
chunk of translucent gold vinyl encased
within this eye-blistering 12” jacket – let’s
slap it on the turntable and check it out!
Coming outta the gate like a double
fisted drunken sucker punch sounding
like it could play in a 70s muscle car showdown, this is loose, lean, and unclean.
The guitar interplay is a push pull barroom brawl as each switches back and
forth between rhythm and lead, often
one on top of the other in a no barred
intercourse that continues the cool 70s
hard rock vibe with a splatter of push and
stagger. Then it’s straight down the hole
with some punk blues splatter.
The vocals grind like a shaved ape on
acid and the bass and drums hit with a
frantic urgency that keeps the groove on
the move.
Hold the goat, what’s this? The tracks
are repeated on both sides of the slab –
perfect for late night lights-out vinyl war
flip overs with the neighbors.
This beast is a hard rock sheet stainer
with no apologies asked or given.
Recorded by Mike Cloud and mixed by
Dave Crider (Dt’s, Watts, Mono Men), the
BOSS RHINO EP is heavy handed, boozefueled hard rock ‘n’ roll. Get it while it’s
greasy, dig?
– Dick Mallory Esq.

Funk, grunge, swing, booty shakin’
rock ‘n’ roll – the Bob Fossil debut selftitled album has it all. Bob Fossil’s music
is a party. It’s awesome because they rock,
and this self-titled 11-track album deals
out a tremendous amount of excellence.
It’s high energy, with killer jams and good
vibes, plus the sound is sweet and the
songs are polished. There’s some excellent production bringing together all the
parts captured from the seven-piece Bellingham band.
The first track off the album, “Carlos
Danger,” starts slow with the harmonica
then dips into a nitty gritty groove, like
one of those old funky Pink Floyd songs.
Lead vocalist Kelly Clarkson shows us
what he’s got, and he has definitely got
the goods. He is singing all over the
place, from the gut, hittin’ the high notes,
bringing it down and letting out the roar.
Sounds great, and he has got some serious ‘tude, an ability which lets Bob Fossil
traverse many different styles. That, and
the fact that Corey Teply is a righteous
keys player and his skills take jams to a
higher level. On the second track, “Going
Going Gone,” the guitars and keys start
playing together and that groove is so
good it could last forever.
“Confusement” is breaking genre
boundaries and shows off the original
sound that Bob Fossil has now honed; it’s
funky, slap bass, sliding guitars, ambient
keys, solid beat, and then BOOM – the

ild Throne, easily the most literal application of the term
“power trio,” serve up a destructive feast with their first full length
LP, Harvest of Darkness. A frisson-inducing blast of Josh Holland’s guitar, Jeff
Johnson’s bass and Noah Burns’ drums,
capped with otherworldly vocal performances from Holland, Wild Throne has
made a name both here and abroad
touring with the likes of Red Fang and
Mutoid Man. Originally performing
under the somehow more devastating
moniker Dog Shredder, they swapped
out the name, got signed to Roadrunner and teamed up with Ross Robinson
to craft the excellent Blood Maker EP. A
bloody swath of pure heavy metal, progressive rock and math injected with
69cc’s of psychedelic that made some
waves on the internet, Blood Maker
served as a sort of introduction to Wild
Throne as we now know it.
Harvest of Darkness gives us that and
more. Think of it as Blood Maker II: The
Revengeance; it’s heavy enough to warrant a made up word. Starting off with
the ripping title track, we’re guided into
the labyrinthine riffing and vocal acrobatics of Holland, cruising 3,000 feet
above Johnson’s percolating basslines
and Burns’ frantic drumming. No false
moves here; it starts off casually at 11
out of 10, one louder than everything
else, with a threat to get only bigger.
Next we get “Shadow Deserts,” one
of the standouts from the Blood Maker
EP. This is the one with “gumption” in
the chorus, and yes it’s earned the right

to use that word. These are poprock hooks dressed in leather,
studs and sunglasses, holding a
machete and tearing down the
freeway on a motorcycle. The
solos are introduced by Holland
yelling “GOOO!” Coming from
any other artist, it might end up
being cheesy or lame, but the
delivery here is so ragged, he’s
really just saying what we’re thinking.
“Fear Yourself” is next, and it simmers
and rolls, boiling through its introduction into an octavized guitar lick that
seems to ascend forever. “Lone Lust” is a
groovier journey that shows Burns adding some dynamics in his snare hits to
help accent the sturdy bass from Johnson, while Holland delivers some wider,
chorus drenched guitar over soulful
vocals.
“Death of a Star” is a rolling track that
continues on the musical themes of the
track before, with shimmering guitars,
military snare rolls and tremolo picking that would make Abbath jealous
all coordinate to build a cosmic sounding backdrop for the song’s natural lilt.
“Blood Maker” was the closer for the
first version of the Blood Maker EP, and
it’s a suitable cap to the first half of the
album. The solo that ends it is a polyphonic slaughter that has to be heard
to be understood. Sometimes words fail
us, and that’s why this guitar solo exists.
Deep breath; we’re only halfway
through.
“I of the Prism” is a rapid shift up a
notch in both tempo and intensity. Like

an 18-wheeler with a jet engine, it goes
beyond sense and reason. Think Propaghandi with stronger melodies. It flows
seamlessly into “War is a Romance,”
which somehow manages to be even
faster and more urgent.
“Born to Die” comes next. Holland’s
vocal delivery dances around the barline, while Burns and Johnson keep it
tight until they explode in the skyrocketing chorus. “The Wrecking Ball Unchained,” originally the opener on Blood
Maker, makes the transition to anthemic
penultimate track beautifully. The final
track, “Trans,” is a Motorhead grind that
has one of the coolest descending boogie licks into a fist-pumping chorus.
The key to this album lies in how
it’s presented because this is the watermark for good bands in Bellingham,
regardless of whether or not you like
heavy music. Every song, line, lick, beat
and track has purpose and intent that
makes its execution seem casually effortlessness. The album is bold, dangerous and gives the rest of the world
a reason to forget that Death Cab ever
came from here.
–Charlie Walentiny

continued on the next page>>>
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dude starts rappin’. It sounds pretty legit,
he has got some rhymes and the lyrics get
at some realness.
The next track, “Breathe,” has a skagrunge sound to and rocks pretty hard.
“Reincarnation” is a trip – a more laid back
and psychedelic bluesy tune with great
piano and some nice vocal harmonies.
The final track of the album, “Bradbury’s Bad Dream,” is like an epic rock
ballad and just sounds like a great time.
It picks up quick and charges on punk-ska
style and then there is just total shreddery
at the end of it as it fades out. Bob Fossil
has banjos, kazoos, trumpets, meaty guitars, funky bass, and loud drums. The cuts
they released on this self-titled debut album are ripe for rockin’ so if you’re down
with some local musical goodness I’d say
check out Bob Fossil.
-Mark Broyles

Allura’taq

songs’ compositions are melodic and driving at times, then blistering and exhaustive in others – often occurring within the
same song. The album closes with, “Circle
of Curses,” an epic 12-and-a-half-minute
example of such an arrangement, before
the last note rings out to silence.
Unearthly Inversion clocks in at more
than 40 minutes of inspired Black Metal.
While clearly influenced by the likes of Immortal and Darkthrone, Allura’taq is anything but a bland reproduction of those
bands. The Pacific Northwest has become
the birthplace of great music in this genre
over the years and this band, uniquely its
own, can go up against any of them.
-Adam Walker

Shleepytime

Our Lost Love EP
shleepytime.bandcamp.com

three, titled “Coconut Mall,” times out at
just over three minutes, the EP as a whole
feels more like a collection of interludes
than six full songs.
All in all, this release illustrates Mill’s
songwriting skills and, though it leaves
the listener with something to be desired,
is a solid foundation through which he
can continue to grow as an electronic artist. It will be interesting to see how the
Shleepytime project progresses from this
point forward, but Mill’s debut full-length
will undoubtedly be worth a listen.
-Hayden Eller

The Katie Gray Band
Soundwaves
thekatiegray.bandcamp.com

Unearthly Inversion
allurataq.bandcamp.com

From the ever-smoldering embers of
some of Bellingham’s heaviest and most
influential bands rises the unrelenting
force of newcomer Allura’taq. Headed by
Jeff Kastelic and Bobby Lind (Savage) of
Full Frontal Assault, Devilry and Kodiak
fame, Allura’taq is poised to obliterate the
already rubbled ruins of a music scene
that is still trying to piece itself back together following the collective, unassailable reign of their previous bands.
Unearthly Inversion wastes no time
with intros and instead kicks off with a
blitz of guitars, drums and the dark, guttural moans of Kastelic. Throughout the
album, the vocals are sagely buried by
the pummeling assault of instrumentation and emerge like faceless voices roaring from the cover of dense fog in a frozen
wilderness.
The album in its entirety evokes an
atmosphere that seems to fluctuate between disorder and direction, mayhem
and tranquility, discord and harmony. The
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Our Lost Love EP is the debut release
from Bellingham’s Devin Mills, who performs/records as the electronic artist
Shleepytime. Centered around atmospheric chords and up-tempo beats,
Shleepytime’s sound is reminiscent of
Nintendo style sound effects and Manatee Commune, mixed with hint of Dan
Deacon – perfectly suiting the EP artwork
of a single pixelated cloud.
Described by Mills as “a documentation of the process of heartbreak,” this EP
is best suited as either study music or the
soundtrack to your next low-key weeknight party. “Lost Love” (the title track
opening the EP) starts with a sample of
crackling vinyl and a keyboard melody
that would fit the opening scene of Final
Fantasy, setting the tone for all five songs
that follow. With its murky kick drum,
“Ourselves” (track six) is the EP’s high
point, showcasing Mill’s ability to create
an atmosphere using different melodic
textures and layered rhythms.
But outside of “Ourselves,” and bits and
pieces of other songs, this release seems
incomplete/unfinished. Although track

The debut EP by The Katie Gray Band,
Soundwaves, has a wonderful sound. It
fits nicely in the alternative piano-pop
genre and the group has got the sound
locked down with six pro-quality tracks.
Katie Gray has a tremendous voice –
power, range, and emotion, and she does
a fantastic job leading the songs and
delivers each note with a purpose. The
rest of the band are some talented musicians as well – keys, bass, guitar, drums
all come together smoothly. Soundwaves
captures The Katie Gray Band nicely and
is an impressive start for the group.
The track “Darlin” showcases Katie
Gray’s talent over a sweet little piano
groove. She has a high-caliber and distinct voice; the style reminds me of artists
Norah Jones and Adele with their ability
to take songs to different levels and have
complete command over the music. Another track, “Darlin’ You’re Peachy,” is a fun
upbeat pop-jam and has a classic sound;
the lyrics are old timey and the guitarist
has cool solos. The piano break is just
heavenly as they slow it down with just
the voice and the chords.
”Nothing to Hide” puts out a more
alternative sound –different parts intertwine and the music is more complex. It
offers a different sound, a less innocent
more raw feeling. It’s obvious Katie Gray
is singing her heart out in this one. Some
of the lyrics in my favorite part of the
song are “I hide behind my smile / And
keep on singing my silly songs.”
All silliness aside Soundwaves turned
out be a pretty great EP and The Katie
Gray Band has got all the right talent and
all the right potential to make it happen.
Looking forward to what they have coming in the future. In the mean time, check
out the tunes, I bet there’s a song that just
might hit home.
–Mark Broyles

The Co Founder

Old Programs/New Beliefs
thecofoundermusic.com/

What would it sound like if Bill Callahan, Justin Vernon (Bon Iver) and Everlast became one songwriter? Most likely,
something like the recent Bellingham
transplant Hayden Eller who goes under
the moniker, The Co Founder.
And he’s released a fantastic EP.
The promising short list of songs on
the three-song EP, Old Programs/New Beliefs, was recorded by Eller himself in his
bedroom with the help of a $500 Guitar
Center recording bundle and hanging
sleeping bags and blankets on the walls
for soundproofing.
The most striking aspect of the album
is the way the vocals are recorded with
double vocal arrangement throughout
the whole EP. It really grabs the attention of the listener and brings you into
the song. Also, the slide solo on “Cooaka
(Dog)” was a good choice, hooking the
listener in.
The EP is fantastic, with the only real
knock being a voicemail recording on
“Like a Ghost,” which was a little distracting and didn’t really fit into the whole
vibe of the recording. Aside from that, the
album is solid, beautiful and a great listen.
It’ll be interesting to see what Co Founder
comes up with as he establishes himself
in the local scene. Hayden is definitely an
artist to keep an eye and ear on.
-Jackson Main

Estimate

Love Songs Gone Wrong
(Grade 6)
estimate.bandcamp.com

Light your candles, wash your bed
sheets and get ready to make some sweet,
sweet love. Love Songs Gone Wrong (Grade
6), a five-song EP by local artist Estimate,
is some serious R&B action that will bring

you back to the heyday of 90s smooth ass
lovin’ music.
When I first threw on Love Songs I could
have sworn I was back at 8th grade dance
listening to some Jodeci or Boyz 2 Men.
Track one entitled “yeaGrrl” rocks some
serious 90s drums with a steady beat that
is sure to keep the boots knockin. There
are some nice little vocal samples in the
background of the song, but no annoying whiney voice over the track telling me
how to love. Just pure sexy seductions. Ah,
yeah. As the album moves along, the booty rubbing continues with the tracks “catch
ur eye” and “My Baby.”
The songs are short and sweet; if there
is one criticism of this album it’s that the
songs are lacking in length. The entire album is only about six minutes long, so for
most of you dudes out there it should be
just enough time to finish up with your
lady. Burn.
-Mike Roe

Croak

Ocean Without a Shore
croak1010.bandcamp.com/releases

and chaotic drums, the EP flashes hints of
great songwriting potential. The schizophrenic overlaid vocals at the end of “Snuff
Film” (track 3) are fantastic, as is the Pixieslike transition between the intro and the
first verse. Croak has a great feel for clean
to distorted stop/start transitions, giving
their music a certain intensity that has got
to make their live show an eye-opening
experience.
But, while these songs would undoubtedly translate well to a live setting, this EP
falls short due primarily to the poor recording, mixing and mastering. ScreamoHardcore records do benefit from a more
raw/imperfect sound, but the mix on this
EP is extremely distracting. From the shallow sounding drums, to the imbalance of
the guitar (way too low) and bass (way too
high), this EP doesn’t feel like an accurate
representation of the band’s music. Still,
Ocean Without a Shore can be characterized as a successful release because it illustrates the band’s potential.
Make sure to keep your eyes/ears open
for Croak’s next release, as it will be interesting/exciting to see how they are able
to progress from this point forward, and
don’t sleep on it the next time you have
the opportunity to see them live.
-Hayden Eller

This August, Bellingham teenage
Screamo-Hardcore outfit Croak released
the EP Ocean Without a Shore. Consisting
of five songs, the EP is best characterized
as a healthy mix of Converge, Far, and Say
Hello to Sunshine-era Finch. From the distorted, Jacob Bannon-esque vocals to the
feedback-laden guitars, this EP is 16 or so
minutes of attack.
In its best moments, the songs on
Ocean Without a Shore would fit perfectly
on a compilation of Jane Doe era Converge B-sides – with its frantic guitar work
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Tales from the Road

Minor Plains: Everything, and more

E

by raleigh davis

ver since I was a child
first learning guitar and
playing The White Stripes
and Nirvana covers, it’s always
been my dream to go on tour.
Nothing sounded better to me
than packing up my stuff and
hitting the road to play music in a
new place every night for whoever
would listen. It always seemed
like such a far off dream… even
thinking about starting to plan
one while juggling three different
people’s schedules, work, school,
and other life responsibilities was
immediately overwhelming so I
left it to the back of my mind for
a while, hoping that someday it
would all come together.
This August, opportunity came
knocking for Minor Plains, and
a life long dream became reality
in the form of our very first West
Coast tour. It was just by chance
that all of us were hanging out
when we got the call… We weren’t
having band practice or anything,
just being ragamuffins as usual
when my phone rang. It was Patrick
McLean, vocalist for Seattle band
Fearless Leader. Our drummer,
Nate Goldizen, grew up and played
music with all of the Fearless
Leader boys so we’ve become
great friends with them over the
Minor Plains’ years. We answered
expecting them to want us to come
down and play a Seattle show with
them, which happens from time
to time, but it turned out to be so

much sweeter. Fearless Leader was
in the midst of planning a tour and
decided that they wanted another
band to come along with them…
that band just happened to be us!
It was funny that the daunting
task of working around everyone’s
schedules is what had stopped
our planning in the past because
when the offer was on the table
we each looked to each other with
shit-eating grins on our faces and
immediately said “YES!” In that
moment any other responsibilities
we had quickly became null and
void. Our dream was in front of
us waiting to be grasped and we
weren’t going to let anything stop
us.
Patrick was a little taken aback
by our readiness and gung-ho
attitude, obviously expecting us
to take a couple days to decide
and get our things in order, but
we were already jumping for joy.
I can honestly say that we were
prepared to quit our jobs just to
experience a tour that would be a
week and some change. Extreme
measures weren’t necessary, but
the white-hot excitement of being
prepared to do anything to make
this happen carried over into our
attitude on tour.
So we packed all of our gear
and a bearded merch-boy into our
bass-player Lucas Phillips’ giant
truck (graciously loaned to us
by his dad as we didn’t have set
transport when we accepted the
tour) and took off on the road.
Being the handy man he is, he
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fashioned us a plywood bunk bed
in the back so for better or worse
we would have some place to rest
our heads and we felt prepared to
take on anything.
So off we went to our first
show in Seattle. We had randomly
discovered that the drummer
of one of the bands we were
playing with that night was telling
everyone on facebook that we
sucked live. Instead of being dicks
right back and setting his drum set
on fire during their set, we decided
to instill ourselves with a sense of
glorious purpose. We decided to
kill them with kindness. And not
only were we gonna play flawlessly
but we were gonna pack that place
to the brim with Minor Plains
fans! It worked out to be the best
send-off we could have asked for.
The Victory Lounge was indeed
packed with friends, family and
fans, which made for an amazing
night and set the tone for the
entire tour.
The next morning we were off
to Portland. A local band She
Preaches Mayhem were kind
enough to throw us a house show
at their place and were gracious
enough to provide us with shelter
for the night. The house was
a dream for any band; eclectic
and wild decorations all around,
including a full unicorn themed
bathroom, which made it obvious
this home had some stories to tell.
We packed into their sweltering
hot basement (I was honestly the
sweatiest I have ever been, but
that turned out to kind of be the
theme of the tour) and played
our hearts out. We had been
holding back on the rocking out
for the Seattle show to maximize
performance perfection but this
night (fueled by 40 ounces of malt
liquor) we let loose and played our
instruments like mad cave men
discovering fire. There was even
an old friend who had moved to
Portland who showed up wearing
his Minor Plains t-shirt making us
feel like a real touring band. With
our lodgings secured we celebrated
just as hard as we played.
I awoke the next morning under
some blankets in their backyard
warmed by one of the cutest
girls in Portland and feeling like

Minor Plains playing at a park in Redding, California. COURTESY PHOTO

a proper rock star. We said our
thank yous and goodbyes and
left to conquer our four dates in
California.
Our first California show was
in Redding, and our “venue”
turned out to be nothing but a
slab of concrete and a rented PA
in a public park next to a familyfun swimming center. It was an
amazingly fun time playing to a
crowd of dirty punk kids banging
their heads while families with
strollers walked by with looks of
disgust and awe on their faces.
We finished the show without the
cops being called; a miracle in itself
because I was almost positive what
we were doing had to be breaking
at least a couple laws.
We drove to a campground with
In and Out Burger in our bellies to
sleep on the ground and take our
closest thing we got to a shower by
jumping in a lake, then we were off
to Sacramento!
We played at an awesome venue
called Old Ironsides right next the
Capitol Building (which we looked
hilariously out of place touring
around before the show). The
consecutive nights of playing were
starting to work their magic and we
played probably one of our tightest
sets of all time. Keeping with the
theme of unexpected encounters,
an old friend of mine who lives
in Bellingham was randomly
vacationing Sacramento and
brought all of his Cali friends to
watch us play (You rock, Mason!).
We considered the fact that the
owner of the bar bought every
piece of merch we had to offer a
sign of a show well played and
after a couple of days off filled with
camping and debauchery in Santa
Cruz (which we unfortunately
don’t have time to chronicle here),
we ventured to LA.
In Los Angeles we played at a DIY

all-ages venue akin to the Make.
Shift here. Despite being in a rundown shopping corner surrounded
with literally nothing but a Zumba
studio, foreclosed businesses,
and a passed out drunk man, we
met some of the nicest people
of the tour and performed to a
very welcoming crowd. We played
our hearts out once again before
saying goodbye and traveling to
our final destination: San Diego.
We played at The Bancroft,
which turned out to be owned by
one of the coolest guys we had the
pleasure of meeting. We swapped
tour stories, he paid for us to eat
dinner at the best burrito place in
town, we were showered with free
PBR all evening, and the local band
we were playing with had to drop
the show so we ended up being able
to play for as long as we pleased.
Aided by their professional light
system and dual smoke machines,
it ending up being a perfect end to
the tour.
We said our heartfelt goodbyes
to our best friends in Fearless
Leader (brought even closer now
through the fun/struggles of tour)
and the next morning through
the pure determination of four
very exhausted and dirty boys
we drove 23 hours straight back
to Bellingham. I wish I could go
more into all the things we learned
about ourselves, about each other,
about our music and just life in
general but I’ll just leave it at this:
it was everything I had hoped for
and more. The life-long dream
absolutely came true and stoked
the fires of our musical passion
to new heights. Minor Plains has
one tour in the bag, now here’s to
many, many more!
For more about Minor Plains,
check out their Facebook page and
listen in at http://minorplains.
bandcamp.com.

Stuff yer Face

Hotpoint Tea & Express:
Hot pot cooked to order

by Aaron Apple and Aaron Kayser

H

otpoint Tea & Express
opened their doors earlier
this year, and has provided
the Bellingham community with a
new way of dining: the customer
has the opportunity to participate
in the cooking process, in this
case traditional hot pot. Hot pot
is an East Asian dish, consisting
of broth cooked in a pot in the
center of a table. While the broth
is simmering, fresh vegetables and
thin slices of raw meat are added
into the pot and cooked there at
the table. Let the adventure begin!
The decor in Hotpoint Tea &
Express is eclectic, to say the least.
The booths are hot pink, as well as
one wall, with the others painted
gray. Mardi Gras masks are hung on
one wall, and mismatched lengths
of rope on another. There is also
a large picture of the Eiffel Tower
and an elephant, with uniquely
shaped light fixtures illuminating
the restaurant. Since this
restaurant is known for hot pots,
the tables include four individual
hot plate burners. We were unable
to figure out a theme, which we
found somewhat captivating and
confusing.
After placing our dinner orders,
our server brought some hot tea
and a tray of sauces, including a
peanut sauce, chili oil, soy sauce,
and a Chinese vinegar. Kayser also

ordered the Best Green Tea ($2.75)
from the Tea Menu. This giant stein
full of iced green tea was lightly
sweetened and refreshing. The Tea
Menu, available upon request, also
includes milk teas, blended ice teas,
bubble teas, and teas with fruit.
Apple ordered the Pork Vermicelli
($10.99). This hearty hot pot came
full of potatoes, napa cabbage, tofu,
mushrooms, meatballs, broccoli,
unpeeled shrimp and sliced pork,
and came served in a seafood
broth with a side of white rice.
Even though it wasn’t listed on
the menu, large pieces of imitation
crab meat were also found in the
pot. Apple had never had anything
quite like it, but wished there was
more of an explanation about how
the dishes work when we ordered;
the menu could at least provide
some guidance. It would have been
more enjoyable to order items
separately and make a custom soup
at the table using the raw foods,
rather than a pre-made dish that
seemed to include everything but
the kitchen sink. Apple’s food was
already cooked so the burner on
the table was only used to keep it
warm, which wasn’t needed.
Instead of the hot pot, Kayser
opted for the Braised Pork with
Noodle Soup ($8.75). The soup
consisted of a savory broth and
generous portion of rice noodles,
topped with braised pork and
mushrooms, steamed broccoli, and

a hardboiled egg. The fatty braised
pork, as well as the mushrooms,
were coated in a sweet soy glaze
which added a depth of flavor to
the dish. The hardboiled egg added
some richness to the soup, and
appeared to have been boiled in a
dark liquid, perhaps soy sauce, as
the egg had a brownish hue. Kayser
added a few spoonfuls of the chili
oil for an extra kick.
To conclude the meal, our waiter
brought us two pork steamed buns.
We were surprised by (and grateful
for) this, as steamed buns are not
listed anywhere on the menu. The
doughy sweet bread was filled with
a delicious barbeque pork filling
and is something we’d order in
the future if we could. It beats a
fortune cookie, that’s for sure!
If looking for a new and
interactive dining experience,
check out Hotpoint Tea & Express,
but do some research into hot pot
style dining before you go or be
ready to ask questions.
Hotpoint Tea & Express is
located at 1204 Cornwall Avenue,
and is open from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. daily. They can be reached at
(360) 851-1111, or online at www.
hotpointexpress.com

The Aarons enjoy the Pork Vermicelli (left) and Braised Pork with Noodle Soup (right).
PHOTO by ryan russell
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